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Al~traet--The decompostion method is applied to solve elliptic equations in several dimensions. 
We consider the general elliptic type equation V2u +k(x ,y ,z )u  =f (x ,y ,z )  arising in some 
problems of physics and engineering. As a specific case, we begin with 
Uxx + uyy + (x 2 + y2)u = 0, (1) 
given the conditions u(x, 0) = u(0, y) = 0, u(x, 1) = sin x, u(l, y) = sin y. Write equation (l) as 
Lxu +Lyu + (x2 +y2)u  =0,  
where Lx = ~2/~x2 and Ly = ~2/~y2. Solving for each linear operator term in turn [1] 
Lxu = -- Lyu -- (x 2 + y2)u 
Lyu = - Lxu - (x 2 + y2)u. 
Operating with the inverse operators (two-fold indefinite integrations) L f l ,  Ly  ~ and letting 
R = x 2 + y2, we obtain, 
u = clkl(Y) + c2k2(y)x - Lx lLyu  - L ; IRu  (2) 
u = c3k3(x) + c4k4(x)y - Ly-lLxu - L i lRu .  
We satisfy the conditions on x using first only the uo approximation; thus 
c lk l (y )  = O, 
cl kl (y)  + c:k2(y) = sin y, 
so that we have c~kt = 0, c2 = l, ks(y) = siny. Now satisfying the y conditions 
c3k3(x ) = 0 
c3k3(x ) + c4k4(x ) = sin x 
thus, 
c3k3=0, ca=l ,  k4=sinx.  
Our results for the first component of the solution of the two separate quations in equations 
(2) are 
u0 = x sin y 
u0 = y sin x. 
These are the one-term approximants o the separate quations. To obtain the next (ul) terms we 
have from equation (2), 
ul = -L~t  Lyuo - Lx l  Ruo 
ul = -L i l  LxUo - Ly l  Ruo. 
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Substituting equations (3) 
U l = -Lx lLyx  s iny -L f tRx  s iny 
ul = - Ly  ' Lxy sin x - Ly  i Ry  sin x, 
which yields, 
ul = (x3/3!) sin y - (x5/20) sin y - (x3 /3!)y 2 sin y + Cl kt (y ) + c2k:(y )x, 
uR = (y3/3!) sin x - (y5/20) sin x - (y3/3!)x2 sin x + c3k3(x) + c4k4(x)y. 
Now the two-term approximants u0 + u~ = ~2 are used to satisfy the boundary conditions 
• 2(0, y)  = ~2(x, 0) = 0, ~2(1, y)  = sin y, ff~2(x, l) = sin x. Equivalently the ut terms must satisfy zero 
conditions so as not to change the boundaries. Either possibility yields 
cl kl (y) = 0 
c2k2(y) = (1/6)y 2 sin y - (7/60) sin y 
c3k3(x  ) = 0 
c4k4(x) = (1/6)x: sin x - (7/60) sin x. 
Thus the two-term approximants are 
~P2 = x sin y + (x3/3!) sin y - (x5/20) sin y - (x3/3!)y 2sin y + (1/3!)y: sin y - (7/60)x sin y 
~P: = y sin x + Cv3/3!) sin x - (y5/20) sin x - (y3/3!)x2 sin x + (l/3!)x 2 sin x - (7/60)y sin x, 
where half the sum of  these is a two-term approximant to u. The u2 term is 
U 2 = -Lx lLyU l  - -  L f lRu l  
U 2 = -Ly lLxU l  - Ly lRU l ,  
again using the evaluated ul and adding constants of  integration to be evaluated as before. 
Note that use of  the series for the sin x and sin y yields xy  as a first term in both ~2 equations. 
Since our solution adds these and divides by two, we have u = xy  4- • • •. The fifth term of  ~2 yields 
- -x3y3/3! ,  SO U = xy  - -xay3/3!  + "" .  We have other terms present as well, of  course, which we 
denote by N, and it appears we can write u = sin xy  + N. Substitution shows N must vanish and 
u = sin xy  is the solution. We can see some of  the cancellations by writing out the terms. Thus, 
the second term of  x sin y is - xy  3/3!. The first term of  - (x 3/3!) sin y is - (x 3/3!)y. Thus, these 
two terms are -xy3 /3!  + x3y/3!.  From the second ff~2 which interchanges x 's  and y's,  we have in 
the corresponding terms -yx3 /3!  +y3x/3! ,  so these four terms disappear. As we calculate 
u2, u3 . . . . .  the remaining noise terms must disappear. Thus, the procedure is clear, and u = sin xy. 
For  the generalization to three dimensions, we write 
Define 
Write 
V2u(x, y, z)  + k(x ,  y, z )u (x ,  y, z)  =f  (x, y, z). 
L~ = a2/c3x 2, Ly = 3a/ay2, Lz = c32/~z 2. 
[Lx + Ly + Lz]u =f+ ku. 
Solve for each linear operator term in turn. Then 
Lxu =f+ ku - [Ly + L Ju  
Lyu = f + ku - [L~ + L,,]u 
L~u =f+ ku - [Lx + Ly]u. 
Apply the inverse L~ -~ to the first, L i  ~ to the second, and 
L~I Lx u = u - ~x, L71Ly u = u - ~y, L f l  L~u = u - c~z, 
L7 ~ to the third. Then since 
where 4~x, q~y, 4}z are defined by the 
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init ial/boundary conditions, we have 
u = d) x + L ; t f+  Lxtku  - Lx  ~ [Ly + L~]u 
u = ~py+ Ly J f+  Ly  lku -L ;  ~[Lz+Lx]u 
u = cp~ + L ;~f+ L;-~ku - L ;  ~ [Lx + Ly]u 
and proceed in the same manner.  
To make some checks of  accuracy of the methodology,  we consider the one-dimensional case 
d2u/dx 2 - 40xu = 2 with u ( -  1) = u(1) = 0. Here L = d: /dx 2 and we have Lx  = 2 + 40xu. This is 
a relatively stiff case because of  the large coefficient of  u, and the nonzero forcing function yields 
an additional Airy-like function. Operating with L -~ yields u = A x Bx +L-~(2)+ L-t(4Oxu).  
Let uo=A +Bx +L-~(2)=A +Bx +x 2 and let 
12= ~ U n 
n=0 
with the components  to be determined so that the sum is u. We identify un+~ =L-t(4Oxun).  
Then all components  can be determined, e.g. ul =(20/3)Ax 3+( lO/3)Bx 4+2x 5 and 
u2 = (80/9)Ax 6+ (200/63)Bx 7 + (10/7)x s, etc. An n-term approximant  
•--t 
,o-- y u, 
i=0 
with n = 12 for x = 0.2 is given by -0.135649,  for x = 0.4 is given by -0.113969, for x = 0.6 is 
given by -0.083321,  for x = 0.8 is given by -0.050944, and for x = 1.0 is, of  course, zero. These 
easily-obtained results are correct to seven digits, as is easily verified by calculating 
[(d2dx 2) - -  40Xi]CI)12(Xi) to  show the result is 2.000000. We see that a better solution is obtained and 
much more easily than by variational methods. The solution is found just as easily for nonlinear 
versions without linearization. 
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